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Purpose of Presentation

- Giving some insights about Formal Methods (Event-B)

- Comparison with other Engineering Disciplines

- Modeling versus Programming

- Establishing a Design Process

- Some practical conclusion
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Formal Methods: a Great Confusion

- What are they used for?

- When are they to be used?

- Is UML a formal method?

- Are they needed when doing OO programming?

- What is their definition?
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What About Other Engineering Disciplines

- Some mature engineering disciplines:

- Avionics,

- Space,

- Civil engineering,

- Mechanical engineering,

- Train systems,

- Ship building.

- Are there any equivalent approaches to Formal Methods?

- Yes, BLUE PRINTS
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What is a Blue Print?

- A certain representation of the future system

- It is not a mock-up? (although mock-ups can be very useful too)

- The basis is lacking (you cannot “drive” the blue print of a car)

- Allows to reason about the future system during its design

- Is it important? (according to professionals) YES
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Reasoning about the Future System?

- Defining and calculating its behavior (what it does)

- Incorporating constraints (what it must not do)

- Defining architecture

- Based on some underlying theories

- strength of materials,

- flight mechanics,

- gravitation,

- etc.
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Techniques of “Blue Printing”

- Using pre-defined conventions (often computerized these days)

- Conventions should help facilitate reasoning

- Adding details on more accurate versions

- Postponing choices by having some open options

- Decomposing one blue print into several

- Reusing “old” blue prints (with slight changes)
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What About BEFORE the Blue Print

- Define main objectives of future system

- Define requirements

- Study feasibility
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What About AFTER the Blue Print

- Construct the system

- Perform functional tests

- Study how constraints are obeyed

- Organize maintenance
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Definitions of Formal Methods

- Formal methods are techniques for building and studying blue prints

ADAPTED TO OUR DISCIPLINE

Our discipline: design of hardware and software SYSTEMS

- Such blue prints are now called models

- Reminder:

- Models allow to reason about a FUTURE system

- The basis is lacking (hence you cannot “execute” a model)
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Conventions for Model Writing and Reasoning

- Reminder (cont’d):

- Using pre-defined conventions

- Conventions should help facilitate reasoning (more to come)

- Consequence: Using ordinary discrete mathematical conventions:

- Classical Logic (Predicate Calculus)

- Basic Set Theory (sets, relations and functions)

- But drawings can be useful too (i.e. UML related conventions)
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Examples of Systems we are Interested to Develop

- a classical piece of software

- an electronic circuit

- a file transfer protocol

- an airline booking system

- a PC operating system

- a nuclear plant controller

- a SmartCard electronic purse

- a launch vehicle flight controller

- a mechanical press controller

- . . .
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Characterizing such Systems (general)

- They are made of many parts

- They interact with a possibly hostile environment

- They involve several executing agents

- They require a high degree of correctness

- Their construction spreads over several years (with many people)

- Their specifications are subjected to many changes
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Characterizing such Systems (more technical)

- These systems operate in a discrete fashion

- Their dynamical behavior can be abstracted by:

- A succession of steady states

- Intermixed with sudden jumps

- The possibility of state changes is enormous

- Usually such systems never halt

- They are called discrete transition systems
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What is our Unifying Underlying Theory?

- Theory of discrete automaton (more to come)

- Automatons are characterized by:

- a state

- a number of transitions

- We want to study whether:

- certain properties are maintained

- certain goals can be achieved
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Defining Automatons: State and Events

- We start from a number of given sets

- We define some constants in terms of these sets

- We define some variables in terms of these sets and constants

- We define some transitions on the variables (now called events)
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Design Techniques (with Proofs)

- Refinement

- Decomposition

- Reuse
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Phases of Design Process

- Requirement document (informal)

- Technical Specification

- Gradually formalizing Requirement Document (refinement)

- Formal Design

- Defining architecture of abstract components (decomposition)

- Implementing abstract components (automatic (?) refinement)

- Incorporating existing components (reuse)
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Practical Conclusion for our RODIN Case Studies

- I propose a practical session

- with more on Event-B

- through some gradually increasing examples
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